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History of France
Mazeppa
History of France from the Earliest
Period to the Present Time
Adil writes of the Holy Prophet and how he prayed for
mercy upon his enemies. Despite the fact that they
did him such harm and caused him so much hurt, he
would not curse them, for all prophets' curses
instantly take effect.

New Cyclopaedia of Prose Illustrations
In the state of Texas there lies a teenage boy with
incredible power. The power to visit parallel worlds in
another body. In this first book he travels to Aqua
Terra a pirate world where he fights to take over most
of Europe in a quest to not only change the
government but defeat a evil demon plotting to
destroy everything. It will challenge moral belief and
make you question your sanity because this book is
so awesome it will drive you Mad.

Leeds Texts and Monographs
Book Of Kings
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The Concise Encyclopedia of the
Revolutions and Wars of England,
Scotland, and Ireland, 1639-1660
McClure's Magazine
The History of England
The Antiquary
The two-year search for General Douglas MacArthur's
speeches and reports was truly a labor of love. My
Administrative Assistant, Ellen Schaefer, and I culled
over 1,000 sources including memories, biographies,
histories, military magazines such as the Army and Air
Force Journals, unit histories, commercial magazines
and newspapers. Magazines included such
publications as National Geographic, Life Magazine
and many esoteric less circulated literature such as
Military Magazine, Retired Officers Magazine, Air
Force Magazine and so many others. We received
guidance and assistance from such sources as the
U.S. Military Academy, the Engineering School at Ft.
Leavenworth, the Command and General Staff School
at Leavenworth, the Army War College, the MacArthur
Archives Director James Zobel, the Library of
Congress, the War Department; the sources seemed
endless. We do believe we were able to capture all
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the major public speeches and reports covering
MacArthur's truly productive years from 1908 through
1964. Contains more than 125 speeches/reports. It
will be interesting to note, MacArthur established his
personality early in his military career and never
veered from this. His admonition from his Mother
when MacArthur was a student at West Point was,
never cheat, never lie, never tattle"". Adhering to this
edict MacArthur offered to resign from the Academy
rather than answer questions from the Academy
panel investigating hazing and harassment by a group
of fellow students. MacArthur continued to develop his
hard line against political and military intrigue by
resolving to always do what he believed right even if
he knew no one was watching. Further he was
determined never to refuse to carryout the order of a
senior officer - never be insubordinate to constituted
authority. ""

The Castle of Altenheim; Or, The
Mysterious Monk
The Pictorial History of Scotland A.D.
79-1746. By J. Taylor, Assisted by
Professor Lindsay, Professor Eadie, J.
Anderson, G. Macdonald, and Other
Contributors
A Necromancer fights for the Celestial Gods and even
for all mankind in order to slay the Sentient Evil which
is slowly Devouring the World. He will journey the
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ends of the Earth, the ends of Time, the Realms of
Death, and even Beyond the Beyond to bring about a
heroic victory for the Age of the Condor. There is a
great destiny that awaits him. The Necromancers of
the Line of Mer have been waiting for him. Even the
magic peoples of the Fey have been waiting for him.
The very first thing that he must do is to make a
choice

Lost Colony
The Tragedy of Ethalia
Phantom Victory
The Shamrock
Korean Frontier
The military chest, tr. from the Germ. of
Horan by J. Henderson: and other stories
This Goncourt Lyceens Award–winning novel is “a
powerfully visualized magic-realist fable” of secrets,
faith, and female defiance in twelfth century France
(Kirkus Reviews). France, 1187. On the day of her
wedding, the beautiful fifteen-year-old Esclarmonde
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scandalizes the court when she refuses to marry the
knight chosen by her father, the brutish lord of the
domain of Whispers. Defying her father’s wishes, she
vows to give herself to God. To punish her willfulness,
her father imprisons her in a cell adjoining the castle’s
chapel. Instead of the peaceful solitude she sought,
Esclarmonde finds in her cell the crossroads between
the living and the dead. Walled in, with nothing but a
single barred window connecting her to the outside
world, Esclarmonde exerts a mysterious power over
the kingdom. The virgin sorceress reaches a saint-like
status, and men and women journey from far and
wide to hear her speak. When even her own father
falls under her sway, Esclarmonde persuades him to
undertake an ill-fated war in the Holy Land.

The Family Herald
John Bunyan tells the exciting story of the struggle
between good and evil -- the battle for the capture of
man's soul, He combines spiritual teaching with a
fascinating allegory about spiritual warfare. Through
this classic tale, you will find valuable insight into
Christ's redemptive sacrifice for our souls.

The Far East
The Crusades: The flame of Islam:
Saladin, the victory bringer; Baibars, the
panther; Richard the Lion Heart; Saint
Louis; Barbarossa
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New Cyclopædia of Prose Illustrations:
Embracing allegories, analogies,
anecdotes, aphorisms, emblems, fables,
legends, metaphors, parables,
quotations, similes, biblical types and
figures, etc
A love and yet tragic story that will quench you desire
of affection, either is love or hate. A story that will
allow you to understand the true meaning of love and
hate. Sometimes in life we experience the strength
and power of love and courage and other times we
experience the overpowering strength of hate. This
story is a kind that youll devour in one sitting. A
fascinating and, yet tragic play of the new age. A
young man, whose heart was separated from his soul
and his soul from his body, learned to love again
without having the scent of desire. What is one to do,
when one visions the coming of a disaster that could
take the living out of the only life they know?

Deathstalker: Of the Line of Mer
How a Chinese pirate defeated European colonialists
and won Taiwan during the seventeenth century
During the seventeenth century, Holland created the
world's most dynamic colonial empire, outcompeting
the British and capturing Spanish and Portuguese
colonies. Yet, in the Sino-Dutch War—Europe's first
war with China—the Dutch met their match in a
colorful Chinese warlord named Koxinga. Part
samurai, part pirate, he led his generals to victory
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over the Dutch and captured one of their largest and
richest colonies—Taiwan. How did he do it? Examining
the strengths and weaknesses of European and
Chinese military techniques during the period, Lost
Colony provides a balanced new perspective on longheld assumptions about Western power, Chinese
might, and the nature of war. It has traditionally been
asserted that Europeans of the era possessed more
advanced science, technology, and political structures
than their Eastern counterparts, but historians have
recently contested this view, arguing that many parts
of Asia developed on pace with Europe until 1800.
While Lost Colony shows that the Dutch did indeed
possess a technological edge thanks to the
Renaissance fort and the broadside sailing ship, that
edge was neutralized by the formidable Chinese
military leadership. Thanks to a rich heritage of
ancient war wisdom, Koxinga and his generals
outfoxed the Dutch at every turn. Exploring a period
when the military balance between Europe and China
was closer than at any other point in modern history,
Lost Colony reassesses an important chapter in world
history and offers valuable and surprising lessons for
contemporary times.

Tales that Were Told
The History of the County Palatine and
City of Chester
The Castle of Whispers
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Presents an alphabetical arrangement of historical
topics specific to this time period, with entries on
political,military and religious leaders, nobles, battles,
treaties, locations, and events.

Lo, and Behold Ye!
Germany. Austria. France
"There's evil people around, Dermot love. . . . I knew
about them even before me dream. Really evil
people. Won't we have to fight them!" This latest tale
of Nuala Anne McGrail, the engagingly fey heroine of
such irresistible books as Irish Cream and Irish Lace,
begins with a foreboding dream of some terrible
impending evil. Dermot Michael Coyne, Nuala's
adoring husband and spear-carrier, knows better than
to ignore his wife's second sight, but from whence
does this nameless peril originate? From the
Homeland Security goons determined to deport the
Irish-born Nuala on the basis of nothing more than
vague suspicions and accusations? From the spiteful
neighbors campaigning against their family's beloved
Irish wolfhounds? Or from the tangled dealings of the
Currans, a prosperous clan of Irish-American
aristocrats, with whom Nuala and Dermot have
recently become acquainted? The true danger
becomes shockingly apparent when a catastrophic carbombing rocks the Chicago riverfront. Uncovering the
twisted minds behind the bombing is not easy;
Dermot and Nuala soon find themselves enmeshed in
a complicated tapestry of lies and secrets. Nuala's
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preternatural instincts also lead her to a forgotten
manuscript revealing the treachery and deceit behind
a tragic chapter in Irish history: the saga of bold
Robert Emmet and the failed uprisings of 1798 and
1803. Between the past and the present, our heroine
and her devoted spouse have more than enough
mysteries to contend with, but the two of them are
bound to make the truth just as clear as . . . Irish
Crystal. At the Publisher's request, this title is being
sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.

The Fighting 36th
Far East
The Ladies' Cabinet of Fashion, Music &
Romance
General MacArthur
Irish Crystal
Boys of the World
Wolf the Universal Guardian
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Family Herald
Your Victory in Christ
Muhammad, the Messenger of Islam
The Rhetoric of Free Will
The Far East
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY &
THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S
YOUNG ADULT FANTASY HISTORICAL FICTION
HORROR LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE
FICTION
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